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jStrip Free Download is a simple, free and universal program which can be used to perform batch
processing of files in the JPEG format. Besides that, the application also allows you to reduce the
size of your images, quickly, easily and effectively. A wide range of image properties can be
modified, including metadata and even EXIF data. The program is easy to use and doesn't require
any special knowledge. Features: Extensive support for batch processing, which allows you to
apply changes to a large number of files at once. All you have to do is to select your images,
choose the image properties you want to change and set the process options. On the other hand,
you can check out the total number of processed and renamed files, successes, failures, images
that require no changes, as well as the number of bytes processed and saved. You can also set the
program to log errors, clear the read-only bit, use idle priority and to automatically check for
updates at startup. With this program, you can also convert images from the JPEG format to the
PNG format, rename files, process the header in image files and remove all the non-printable
bytes. In addition, jStrip is very flexible when it comes to the way you can change image
properties. You can set the filter settings, modify the JPEG quality, apply different crop options,
change the compression level and reduce the image size in numerous other ways. jStrip has
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several other useful options, such as the option to remove comments and the JFIF header, the
Photoshop IRB, ICC profile, Adobe APP14 tag, XMP data and the various EXIF data. After the
task is completed, you can check out the total number of processed and renamed files, successes,
failures, images which don't require changes, as well as the number of bytes processed and saved.
A helpful and informative help file is included with the program, which allows you to find any
help, as well as instructions and additional information. We can clearly see that jStrip is simple to
use, although some information found in the "JPEG" section could only be understood by users
with some experience in this area. The program requires low system resources, includes a welldrawn help file with snapshots, quickly finishes a task and didn't pop up any errors during our
tests. Evidently, some may argue that jStrip lacks some important functions. For example, it
doesn't provide you the possibility
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jStrip Crack Free Download is a program that you can use to reduce the size of your images (in
the JPEG format), in order to free up space. The interface of the application is based on a small
window in which you can select a folder to get started (batch processing is supported). But in the
"Options" menu, you can change this mode, so you can individually select files. In addition, you
can enable jStrip to keep the original file date, clear the read-only bit, use idle priority and to
automatically check for updates at startup. The application can also log errors, successful or
unchanged files, convert underscores to spaces, trim leading and trailing spaces from the
filename, as well as force to lowercase or uppercase. Furthermore, the images can be significantly
reduced if you remove comments, the JFIF header, EXIF information, Photoshop IRB, ICC
profile, Adobe APP14 tag and XMP data. After the task is completed, you can check out the total
number of processed and renamed files, successes, failures, files which do not require changes, as
well as processed and saved bytes (along with elapsed time). We can clearly see that jStrip is
simple to use, although some information found in the "JPEG" section could only be understood
by users with some experience in this area. The program requires low system resources, includes
a well-drawn help file with snapshots, quickly finishes a task and didn't pop up any errors during
our tests. Evidently, some may argue that jStrip lacks some important functions. For example, it
doesn't provide you the possibility of creating image backups, just in case you would like to
change your mind about the modifications you've made. All in all, jStrip does a very good job at
reducing image sizes, taking into account the fact that it doesn't interfere with the picture's
quality. Of course, changes can be better observed when dealing with a large quantity of images.
We strongly recommend this tool to all users.Aka. 1. A kid is born. 2. He or she grows up. 3.
Grows up to be a normal, adult. 4. Gets married. 5. Has kids. 6. Changes a lot after the kids are
born. 7. Gets older. 8. Fills in with the gray. 9. Dies. 10. Gives birth to their children. 11. Gets
1d6a3396d6
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jStrip is a program that you can use to reduce the size of your images (in the JPEG format), in
order to free up space. The interface of the application is based on a small window in which you
can select a folder to get started (batch processing is supported). But in the "Options" menu, you
can change this mode, so you can individually select files. In addition, you can enable jStrip to
keep the original file date, clear the read-only bit, use idle priority and to automatically check for
updates at startup. The application can also log errors, successful or unchanged files, convert
underscores to spaces, trim leading and trailing spaces from the filename, as well as force to
lowercase or uppercase. Furthermore, the images can be significantly reduced if you remove
comments, the JFIF header, EXIF information, Photoshop IRB, ICC profile, Adobe APP14 tag
and XMP data. After the task is completed, you can check out the total number of processed and
renamed files, successes, failures, files which do not require changes, as well as processed and
saved bytes (along with elapsed time). We can clearly see that jStrip is simple to use, although
some information found in the "JPEG" section could only be understood by users with some
experience in this area. The program requires low system resources, includes a well-drawn help
file with snapshots, quickly finishes a task and didn't pop up any errors during our tests.
Evidently, some may argue that jStrip lacks some important functions. For example, it doesn't
provide you the possibility of creating image backups, just in case you would like to change your
mind about the modifications you've made. All in all, jStrip does a very good job at reducing
image sizes, taking into account the fact that it doesn't interfere with the picture's quality. Of
course, changes can be better observed when dealing with a large quantity of images. We strongly
recommend this tool to all users. Version : 1.2.0.0 Languages : English OS Support : Windows 10,
8.1, 7, Vista, XP jStrip is a program that you can use to reduce the size of your images (in the
JPEG format), in order to free up space. The interface of the application is based on a small
window in which you can select a folder to get started (batch processing is supported). But in

What's New in the?
JStrip is a program that you can use to reduce the size of your images (in the JPEG format), in
order to free up space. The interface of the application is based on a small window in which you
can select a folder to get started (batch processing is supported). But in the "Options" menu, you
can change this mode, so you can individually select files. In addition, you can enable jStrip to
keep the original file date, clear the read-only bit, use idle priority and to automatically check for
updates at startup. The application can also log errors, successful or unchanged files, convert
underscores to spaces, trim leading and trailing spaces from the filename, as well as force to
lowercase or uppercase. Furthermore, the images can be significantly reduced if you remove
comments, the JFIF header, EXIF information, Photoshop IRB, ICC profile, Adobe APP14 tag
and XMP data. After the task is completed, you can check out the total number of processed and
renamed files, successes, failures, files which do not require changes, as well as processed and
saved bytes (along with elapsed time). We can clearly see that jStrip is simple to use, although
some information found in the "JPEG" section could only be understood by users with some
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experience in this area. The program requires low system resources, includes a well-drawn help
file with snapshots, quickly finishes a task and didn't pop up any errors during our tests.
Evidently, some may argue that jStrip lacks some important functions. For example, it doesn't
provide you the possibility of creating image backups, just in case you would like to change your
mind about the modifications you've made. All in all, jStrip does a very good job at reducing
image sizes, taking into account the fact that it doesn't interfere with the picture's quality. Of
course, changes can be better observed when dealing with a large quantity of images. We strongly
recommend this tool to all users. 2.24 GB Software downloads related to jStrip jStrip audiorecorder 1.0 This program allows you to record sound and sound samples, send them by e-mail,
view it on the display and export them to WAVE and MP3 file format. The sound is recorded
through a microphone (1-3... 4.21 MB jStrip Unicode Reader 1.0.0 jStrip is a program that you
can use to read UNICODE characters. It works as a multi-codepage editor for files encoded in
Windows, Mac and Linux. With jStrip you can: - Extract data from text... jStrip
Japanese/Chinese Reader 1.
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System Requirements For JStrip:
*Windows 7 64-bit, Windows 8 64-bit, Windows 10 64-bit *Windows Phone 8 *Windows Phone
10 The Lockdown Game (3DO) System Requirements Minimum: Operating System: Windows
XP (SP2), Windows Vista, Windows 7 (SP1), Windows 8 (32bit) Processor: 1.0Ghz minimum
RAM: 512MB (1GB recommended) Recommended: Operating System: Windows XP (SP2),
Windows Vista, Windows
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